Send mass cross-border payouts directly
to 90%+ of bank accounts worldwide –
efficiently, securely, transparently.
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Businesses’ reliance on global
digital partners is growing
75% YoY in the Americas.

Transpay simplifies crossborder payouts, reducing
time and cost.

As a result, cross-border payments to
freelancers, sellers, suppliers and others are
also increasing – but the process’s slow
evolution has created several pain points:

The leading service for cross-border payments
has recently joined Mastercard's portfolio.
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68%

Fees are 3%–10% of
gross volume and
are often “hidden”
Lack of payment
statuses and long
payout times
Fewer payment
options to smaller
countries
Incremental costs
required to maintain
volume growth

of payment
recipients say they are
“dissatisfied” with
their current options*

*Source: Tipalti Global Publisher and Affiliate Payment Satisfaction Survey for Adtech, 2018

Transpay makes cross-border payments
simple, secure and transparent.
Global Payments Network
•

Direct partnerships with banks and
financial institutions worldwide

•

Reach 90%+ of the planet’s bank
accounts across 140+ markets

•

Cash payout and mobile wallet
options in select markets

In-House Compliance
•

Dedicated Compliance team

•

AML, CTF, KYC, sanctions screening

FX and Treasury Management
•

600+ relevant currency pairs with
key funding and payout currencies

•

Competitive FX even for smaller
and highly volatile markets

Multiple Integration Options
•

Send API, Companion Website, and
Batch Send

•

Single integration whether making
payments to one country or 100
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T RA N S PAY

Pay directly into 90%+ of bank accounts, mobile wallets,
and 280,000+* cash payout locations all around the world.

60%+

of payments typically
arrive in the recipient’s
bank account within
1 hour

95%+

usually arrive
within 24 hours

* As of October 2020

How Transpay works:
1. Your Business
Creates the cross-border payment
to one of 140+ markets

What Transpay offers:
All the flexibility and transparency you
want with the control your business needs.
You Control Pricing
Clear, upfront pricing with competitive
fees and FX rates.

2. Transpay
Executes the payment
•
•
•

AML checks
Sanctions screening
FX conversion

You Control Branding
Offer Transpay under your brand
(or offer it unbranded).
Maintain brand relationships with
your recipients.

3. Payout Partners
Complete the payment
•
•
•

Directly to bank account
Credit to mobile wallet
Available for cash payout

Clear Statuses
Know the status of your payouts
and keep recipients informed.
Direct technical integrations provide
real-time information.

4. Your Recipients
Receive the payment
• Businesses
• Individuals

Payment Flexibility
Accommodate specific countries, and
payment methods (bank deposit, cash
payout, mobile wallet).

For more information, please contact your Mastercard account representative.
Transpay is a service provided by Trans-Fast Remittance LLC (“Transfast”), which is a Mastercard company, or by Transfast’s subsidiaries.
Transfast (NMLS ID 900705) is licensed as a money transmitter by the New York State Department of Financial Services. See here for details.
The precise scope, cost, and performance of the services offered by Transfast are subject to availability and may depend on various factors
and restrictions.
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